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Executive Summary
• Fundamentals and valuations in Emerging Markets (EM) remain attractive relative to Developed 

Markets, with manageable risks to the downside
• For insurance companies, investing in EM debt can increase portfolio diversification and 

potentially generate attractive, capital-adjusted yields
• There are various strategies and structures available for insurance investors in EM debt, some of 

which provide local currency exposure without associated operational issues
• Insurance-specific considerations when evaluating the EM asset class and determining the 

appropriate strategy include appetite for risk and volatility, liquidity, currency exposure, and 
asset-liability management
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Attractive Fundamentals and Valuations in EM
While the effects of the global pandemic have been dire for countries around the world, we believe 
that in a recovery, Emerging Markets (EM) have a favorable growth trajectory compared to Developed 
Markets (DM). Signs of recovery, including growth pickups in Latin America, expected policy 
loosening in China and a revival of tourism in many Caribbean countries, point toward a challenging 
but constructive outlook for EM. With the large amounts of liquidity being dispersed by governments, 
we continue to see activity picking up across regions despite economies lagging from the effects of 
the pandemic. In addition, not all countries are created equal, and many EM economies have larger 
buffers than asset prices indicate, which will benefit those assets as markets normalize. As vaccination 
rates increase globally, we are optimistic about the recovery as we enter 2022.

The current environment is unique and leaves investors both searching for yield and questioning the 
funding dynamics of governments and corporates globally. EM was hit hard along with other global 
fixed income assets in March 2020. Spreads were at the widest levels since the Global Financial Crisis 
but recovered as stimulus packages reduced liquidity fears. With global rates ending 2021 at low levels 
to encourage economic growth and liquidity, EM continue to recover. Corporates have remained 
resilient during the pandemic with balance sheets remaining intact. Commodities have provided an 
attractive macro backdrop for EM recently, with a strong recovery in oil prices along with others, such 
as iron ore and copper, hitting all-time highs. 

Despite a strong recovery thus far in the asset class, we believe there are still attractive opportunities 
across EM at these valuations as some credits have been over penalized in this downturn and have 
lagged in the ascent. The key is to differentiate those sovereigns and corporates that have sufficient 
buffers to withstand near-term liquidity pressures on a gradual road to recovery. Recently, the spread 
differential between EM and DM widened as EM underperformed DM in the second half of 2021. 
Concerns about a China slowdown driven by the property sector weighed on EM as a whole. The 
widening differential leaves room for potential spread compression over the coming quarters, as we 
continue to see supportive policy measures even in the face of Federal Reserve tapering. Over the 
coming months, as we anticipate more clarity on both U.S. taper policy and China’s policy response, 
there should be an opportunity to capitalize on the spread differentials between EM and DM. Security 
selection and country rotation will be key for any EM investor, as not all opportunities are created 
equally, and the dispersion in returns could be significant.
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Spread Pickup of EM IG over DM IG
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Spread Pickup of EM HY over DM HY
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Manageable Risks to the Downside
We recognize that the asset class could be prone to exogenous shocks, such as geopolitical 
flareups or turbulence in commodities prices. Over the past decade, countries, like Peru and 
Indonesia, migrated from high yield to investment grade, while others, like Brazil and South Africa, 
have gone the other way. EM corporates have compared favorably, historically, to issuers in DM, 
and even in 2020, boasted lower default rates without massive sovereign support. We have seen 
the importance of investing in countries we believe can withstand the shocks, and where valuations 
look attractive to compensate for the risks. Hence, we look for improving stories, including 
countries that are focusing on implementing reforms (e.g., showing commitment to curb fiscal 
deficits, improving economic growth, etc.) and those that have sufficient liquidity reserves and 
resources to withstand the headwinds. 
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Various Strategies and Vehicles Available to Insurance Companies in EMD 
Insurance company investors can access the EM debt (EMD) asset class through a variety of 
strategies and vehicles. Many insurance companies, particularly life insurers, have a high-quality, 
income-oriented bias that lends itself well to investing in an investment-grade-(IG)-focused, 
separately managed account (SMA).  An IG SMA allows for the greatest flexibility, as an insurer can 
tailor its EM exposure based on the company’s objectives and preferences, including an assessment 
of appropriate, below-investment-grade holdings. Additionally, for insurers that have higher risk 
tolerance or for surplus accounts, there are higher-yielding EM strategies available in the market 
that could provide investors with a complementary and broader exposure to the EM universe. 
Specifically, an EMD blend strategy provides insurance investors with additional diversification, on 
top of what investors receive from EM, versus DM. Investors can gain diversification and flexibility 
through hard currency USD sovereigns and corporates as well as local currency assets. It delivers 
the benefits of security selection within a broader EM mandate, and through the local currency 
channel, the blended strategy gives investors access to a portfolio that can benefit in a weaker 
dollar environment. By investing in an EM blend strategy through a vehicle rather than a separate 
account, insurers can avoid the custody issues that can occur with local currency trades and the 
accounting issues that exist from owning the securities on the balance sheet.

EMD can Provide Attractive, Capital-Adjusted Yields for 
Insurance Companies 
In addition to asset sector fundamentals and the 
macroeconomic outlook, relative value is an important 
input in the strategic and tactical asset allocation 
process for insurance companies. While absolute 
spreads and yields are factored in, we believe insurers 
should evaluate investments on a risk or capital-
adjusted basis to: (1) screen which asset classes 
meet or exceed yield hurdles; and (2) determine the 
relative attractiveness of asset classes. Risk or capital-
adjusted yields allow for comparability by asset class 
by incorporating differences in capital treatment and 
loss (default) experience, as well as additional spread 
premiums on private assets. 

EMD screens as attractive for its capital-adjusted yields, with an average yield pickup of 
approximately 72 bps as compared to IG and HY corporates (comprising 40 bps average for IG 
and 140 bps average for HY).  The graphs below show 10 and 30-year capital-adjusted yields for 
U.S. insurance companies under the recently approved, revised risk-based capital (RBC) bond 
factors, which moved to 20 categories from the prior 6 NAIC buckets. For U.S. life insurance 
companies, capital-adjusted yields range from 2.2% for 10-year, AA-rated EMD to 3.8% for 
30-year, BB-rated EMD. For P&C insurance companies, capital-adjusted yields range from 
approximately 2.1% for 10-year, AA, A and BB-rated EMD to 3.4% for 30-year, BB-rated EMD. As 
the graphs show, the largest yield pickups versus corporates for life and P&C companies are in 
10-year, B-rated EMD, followed by 30-year and 10-year, BB-rated EMD. For our calculations of 
capital-adjusted yields, we utilize the relevant EM and corporate index spreads from Bloomberg, 
historical default rates from Moody’s, and an assumed RBC ratio of 400% (i.e., 4x the amount of 
required capital).  The yields are calculated after tax (at 21% tax rate), but do not include potential 
diversification and covariance benefits.1
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Capital-Adjusted Yields for U.S. Life Insurers
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Source: Bloomberg Barclays Indices (Bloomberg EM Aggregate, U.S. Corporate Investment Grade, U.S. Corporate High Yield), 
MetLife Investment Management
Note: As of December 9, 2021

Capital-Adjusted Yields for U.S. P&C Insurers
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Conclusion
In the current recovery, we feel EM has a favorable growth outlook relative to DM, with 
fundamentals benefiting from resilient corporate balance sheets and tailwinds from improved 
commodity prices.  Despite the recent recovery in the asset class, we believe valuations remain 
attractive; over the coming months, opportunities should exist to capitalize on the wide spread 
differentials between EM and DM, though security selection and country rotation will be key for 
any EM investor.  For insurance companies, investing in EMD may increase portfolio diversification 
and generate attractive capital-adjusted yields given spread premiums to IG and HY corporates.  
Insurance investors can access the EM asset class via various strategies and vehicles, with the 
most appropriate dependent on insurance company-specific considerations such as income, 
capital, liquidity, volatility, among others.
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Endnotes
1 This capital adjusted yield analysis is intended for educational and informational purposes only, and is based off several assumptions 

used by the authors (including the RBC ratio, default shaves and tax rate).  Any change in the assumptions used could materially alter 
the yield information presented, and there is no guarantee investors will achieve similar yields to the ones presented herein
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Appendix

This appendix contains details for the preceding charts and provides additional information for 
greater accessibility.



Spread Pickup of EM IG over DM IG 

Note: 

• All values are approximate. 

• EMBI Global Diversified = JPM index for emerging market sovereigns and 100% government 

owned companies 

• CEMBI Global Diversified = JPM index for emerging market corporates 

• The lines have the following characteristics: 

o 11/30/16 to before 5/31/20: The lines track fairly close to one another, with many small 

variations in each line. 

o Around 5/31/30: Both lines fall sharply to about 5 to 10 and then rise sharply to about 

128 for “EMBI Gl. Div. IG–US IG” and 150 for “CEMBI Gl. Div. IG–US IG”. 

o After 5/31/30: Both lines decline moderately but separately, and then they track closely 

from 5/31/21 onwards. 

• Source: Bloomberg L.P., J.P. Morgan 

Month/Day/Year EMBI Gl. Div. IG–US IG CEMBI Gl. Div. IG–US IG 

11/30/16 78 78 

5/31/17 63 68 

11/30/17 59 67 

5/31/18 75 80 

11/30/18 78 74 

5/31/19 50 58 

11/30/19 44 60 

5/31/20 115 140 

11/30/20 47 80 

5/31/21 54 67 

11/30/21 64 64 

 

  



Capital-Adjusted Yields for U.S. Life Insurers 

Note: 

• All values are approximate. 

• Source: Bloomberg Barclays Indices (Bloomberg EM Aggregate, U.S. Corporate Investment 

Grade, U.S. Corporate High Yield), MetLife Investment Management 

• Note: As of December 9, 2021 

Time Period and 
Rating 

Public Corporates Emerging Markets 
(Incremental) 

Total 

10yr AA 1.85% 0.32% 2.17% 

10yr A 1.90% 0.30% 2.20% 

10yr BBB 1.90% 0.52% 2.42% 

10yr BB 1.60% 0.90% 2.50% 

10yr B 0.55% 2.00% 2.55% 

30yr AA 2.55% 0.33% 2.88% 

30yr A 2.53% 0.48% 3.01% 

30yr BBB 2.70% 0.55% 3.25% 

30yr BB 2.83% 0.95% 3.78% 

 

 

Capital-Adjusted Yields for U.S. P&C Insurers 

Note: 

• All values are approximate. 

• Source: Bloomberg Barclays Indices (Bloomberg EM Aggregate, U.S. Corporate Investment 

Grade, U.S. Corporate High Yield), MetLife Investment Management 

• Note: As of December 9, 2021  

Time Period and 
Rating 

Public Corporates Emerging Markets 
(Incremental) 

Total 

10yr AA 1.75 2.10-1.78 0.32 

10yr A 1.83 2.12-1.82 0.30 

10yr BBB 1.80 2.33-1.82 0.51 

10yr BB 1.17 2.12-1.17 0.95 

10yr B 0.87 2.85-0.90 1.95 

30yr AA 2.50 2.85-2.50 0.35 

30yr A 2.42 2.90-2.40 0.50 

30yr BBB 2.55 3.10-2.55 0.55 

30yr BB 2.40 3.32-2.40 0.92 
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